
that comes as a result of sympathetic vibration of
every vibraphone strike. As with all these works
the recording is live, and the purity of the idea is
interrupted by the occasional sneeze and shuffle,
which is possibly it’s saving grace: as a stereo
recording the spatialisation and directionality is
frustratingly lost, along with – perhaps even
more importantly – much of the theatre of the
work’s staged presentation.

The work continues for close to 15 minutes,
and remains in stasis for almost two-thirds that
time. Sound sweeps through one side to the
other, and there is a sense of a slow inhalation
and exhalation as the decay shortens and length-
ens curiously, and is variably coloured. It is
enchanting, trance-like. Perhaps this is why,
when the pulse suddenly quickens in the final
minutes, it is almost impossible to keep the
heart rate steady even if it is clear that nothing
is coming, this will just continue, as it does,
unaltered, until its end.

distance/absence, by Anthony Vine, also begins
with a semi-regular pulsation, a high-pitched
emission sounding at almost the same pitch
from several different sources. One of the pianists
drags a cord through a piano string, a percussion-
ist bows a cymbal, everyone blows into what
appear to be tiny harmonicas. The pulsation
and the pitch fall out of sync and new sounds
and sources creep out of the shadows.
Percussionists scrape tam tams and tap a cowbell,
until finally a pianist plants a gentle cluster. Now
the mood shifts dramatically and the listeners find
that they’ve emerged from the explorative
soundscapes in which this disc has thus far envel-
oped them. Somehow they’ve fallen into the
strange space that exists between Hugues
Dufourt’s clamorous L’Asie d’après Tiepolo and
Morton Feldman’s unsettlingly coolheaded
Crippled Symmetry. distance/absence has the period-
icity and harmonic language at once reminiscent
of both, oscillating between their contrasting
densities. Over time a drone re-emerges, until
the listener is transported back to stasis, without
quite remembering how they got there.

Of the three works in this volume, it is the
Vine in which Yarn/Wire show themselves to
be masters of contemporary music performance.
They are clearly sensitive sound adventurers, but
here they also sustain a moment of complex col-
lision in delicate balance, navigating along the
narrow cliff-face of rhythmic sophistication and
sonic integrity. Vine’s work takes them from uni-
fied musical machine to four distinct characters
and personalities, each determined to make
themselves heard, yet locking into one another
with breath-taking precision.

With the fourth volume, Yarn/Wire/Currents
sinks the listener deep into the complexity of
audible vibration – highly recommended for a
meditative late-night listening session through
the best quality headphones or speaker system
the listener might have available. This is the
kind of music that gently teaches listening and
focus, somehow enriching the ear’s ability to
hone in on the complexities of sounds in
works with other directions and ambitions.

Hannah Reardon-Smith
10.1017/S0040298217000304

‘BASS WORKS’: JAMES TENNEY. Dario Calderone
(db), William Lane (va), Francesco Dillon (vc). hat
[now]ART 197

James Tenney was an experimental composer’s
composer. He has been overshadowed in the
public imagination (by Cage, Xenakis, Lucier,
Nancarrow . . .) in most of the arenas of musical
discovery in which he was a pioneer; but he was
a beloved and influential teacher, the author of
masterful if idiosyncratic theoretical texts
(Meta-Hodos and Meta Meta-Hodos should be
required reading for all composers of any aes-
thetic inclination), and a composer of a large
catalogue of works exploring just intonation
and other alternate tunings, stochastic processes,
computer-generated material, information the-
ory, text scores, and on and on.

The works gathered here form a useful intro-
duction to several of the worlds that Tenney
made his own: the acoustic phenomena, the
just intonation, the notational experiments, the
canons, the slow glissandi and associated aural
illusions. This disc is at least as potent, though,
as a showpiece for bassist Dario Calderone,
whose technical command and sonic imagination
threaten to overshadow all of Tenney’s compos-
itional mastery and conceptual innovation.

Calderone’s recording opens with two of the
well-known set of ten ‘Postal Pieces’ that
Tenney had printed on postcards and dedicated
to friends and colleagues. Beast, written for bass-
ist Buell Neidlinger in July 1971, epitomises one
prominent strand of Tenney’s experimental
work. The piece is an eight-minute series of sym-
metrical arches with Fibonacci proportions, the
score merely a sinusoidal curve-within-curve on
gridded paper with a prose explanation beneath.
That paragraph instructs that the lowest string of
the instrument, tuned down from E to E-flat,
execute a series of glissandi specified only by
the acoustic result: a constantly changing density
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of acoustic beats as the sliding pitch is heard
against the open A string above.

This description of the piece makes it seem
like a laboratory demonstration, albeit one with
an artistically conceived time structure, of a fairly
rudimentary acoustic phenomenon with which
anyone who has tuned a string instrument is
familiar. But, as Tenney well knew, the insertion
of a human and his instrument between the
graphed curve and the listening ear is what com-
pels the attention. First, an even halfway accurate
performance requires superhuman control and
concentration; the sliding finger is never still,
its rate of motion is never constant, and the
intensity of the pursuit of rigorous symmetry
and precise proportional relations is unrelenting.
The demonstration, then, if there is one, is less of
the phenomenon of first-order difference tones
than of the subcutaneously explosive virtuosity
of the bassist. Second, that instrument: the
choice of the double bass as the conveyor of
this material inevitably foregrounds the instru-
ment’s mass and momentum, its inherent graini-
ness and noisiness, and the heaviness and relative
clumsiness of the bow. There is no provision in
the score for bow changes, for instance, but the
regular interruptions of the otherwise continu-
ous ribbon of sound immediately concretise it,
so that we are not witnessing a pedagogical
exhibition but overhearing a slumbering beast.
This little piece is – albeit in a somewhat per-
verse sense – a masterpiece of orchestration.

(night), another of the Postal Pieces, is an
altogether different proposition. Presented here
in two versions, the score – far from the subtle
hyper-specificity of Beast – comprises three phrases,
presented unadorned and staggered on a card that
is otherwise blank except for the title, dedication
(to Harold Budd), Tenney’s name, and the
August 1971 date of composition: ‘very soft [/]
very long [/] nearly white’. As such gnomic text
scores go, this one is remarkably passive. Its inten-
sities simmer substantially further beneath the sur-
face than those of Beast, but they are there. The rest
of the work’s title is ‘For Percussion Perhaps,
Or . . .’, and there is a mesmerising and nearly
motionless performance, also on hat[now]Art, by
the percussionist Matthias Kaul (using a prepared
hurdy-gurdy, of all things). The first of
Calderone’s two versions for bass is along these
lines: a reverentially slow and, yes, whitish explor-
ation of the overtones and subtle noises that
emerge from changing bowing locations on the
instrument’s very long and very heavy strings.
The physicality of the atmosphere here is utterly
different from the more assertive, menacing tone

of Beast, but Calderone’s control and split-second
artistic thoughtfulness are just as evident.

His second version is more of a reach, inter-
pretively speaking. A roughly noisy opening,
with relatively rapid bow strokes, introduces a
world in which ‘very soft’, ‘very long’ and
‘nearly white’ are distant structural goals – end-
points – rather than preconditions: the emergent
overtones are more muffled screams than distant
bells, the atmosphere more violent than white.
The nine-minute decrescendo that follows, end-
ing in a stuttering, pianississimo growl, is
Calderone’s response to the score here. It is of
course impossible to say that this is not a valid
interpretation of Tenney’s piece, and as another,
contrasting, exhibition of Calderone’s mastery
and the beautiful sound of his instrument it is
compelling. At the end, though, the version of
this little Postcard to which I return is not either
of Calderone’s, but Kaul’s.

The rest of the disc is devoted to a later work,
Glissade (1982), for viola, cello, bass and tape
delay. This is a series of five pieces exploring, as
the title suggests, a variety of glissando-based phe-
nomena, mostly in canonic form (with the added
participation, in a slightly different way each time,
of the electronic delay), often invoking just inton-
ation in their harmonic approach. Shimmer is a
fairly straightforward cascade of swooping
natural-harmonic glissandi, slowly traversing the
four strings of each instrument from bottom to
top and back in an orderly fashion; Array (a’rising)
is almost an instrumental arrangement of one of
Tenney’s few well-known works, the electronic
For Ann (rising), with its apparently infinite
upward spiral of Shepherd-Risset glissandi that is
rather less convincing in the less illusion-prone
medium of live string performance; Bessel func-
tions of the first kind does what it says on the tin,
tracing a particular mathematical curve (essen-
tially a progressively dampened sine wave) in
swaying fff motion slightly staggered in the
three instruments; Trias Harmonica presents
extremely slow deviations from a central D, creat-
ing beats and buzzing difference tones as the two
moving instruments gradually arrive at points a
fifth above and an octave below the axis after
seven minutes of inexorable motion. The last,
Stochastic-canonic Variations, is an outlier on this
disc as the most recognisably ‘musical’ experi-
ence, due largely to the unexpected diversity of
articulations: tremolo, col legno battuto, and fierce
pizzicati place us in a familiar world of
mid-twentieth-century expressionist string writ-
ing, even if the underlying mechanisms and har-
monies are pure Tenney.
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It is the Lucieresque concentration of Trias
Harmonica that stands out in this little collection
for its purity and its buzzing intensity. The per-
formances are unimpeachable; music like this
requires a rare and strange combination of unin-
hibited athleticism and rigorous precision that is
captured expertly by Calderone and his collea-
gues, violist William Lane and cellist Francesco
Dillon.

This recording, especially the first two tracks,
is a stunning testament to Calderone’s under-
stated mastery, Tenney’s compositional imagin-
ation within his own creatively confined
strictures, and, not least, the prowess of record-
ing engineer Micha de Kanter. It is let down
only by the impression of slapdash amateurish-
ness given by a back cover smattered with sev-
eral prominent typos (including two different
birth years for Tenney and a misspelling of
Calderone’s surname). One can only hope that
this record will sell as many copies as the perfor-
mances deserve, and that a second printing will
allow a copy editor to rise to the occasion.

Evan Johnson
10.1017/S0040298217000316

DARK∼asian∼ENERGY [singa∼core album].
CLUBbleu. Gruenrekorder. Gruen 165.

CLUBbleu is a collaborative project between
Frankfurt-based composers Felix Leuschner and
Julia Mihály, who mix hardware- and software-
based electronic instruments with field record-
ings to create, by their own assessment, a
‘musical cosmos based on urban soundscapes,
sparkling synths, deep drones and broken blast
beats’ that resembles most closely the work of
an adoptee toddler brought up by Pierre
Schaeffer and Squarepusher whose attention def-
icit disorder is mitigated (or maybe exacerbated)
by a cultural diet of 8-bit computer games, hor-
ror movies and digital hardcore pioneers Atari
Teenage Riot.

‘DARK∼asian∼ENERGY [singa∼core album]’
is the latest (and most orthographically challen-
ging) entry in the group’s DARK ENERGY ser-
ies, which paints auditory portraits of cities,
aiming less to describe than to evoke the metrop-
olis in question, and is the first to venture out of
Germany after previous interrogations of
Munich, Augsburg and Frankfurt. As the record’s
punning title might reveal, the destination for
the duo this time is Singapore, and over the
course of 47 minutes and ten pieces, the high-
rise, high-tech, high-density calling cards of the

Asian city-state are confronted via towering elec-
trostatic and sonorous industrial clangs alongside
frenetic programmed percussion and the hissing
thrum of city traffic.

But unlike, say, Hildegard Westerkamp’s gen-
tle field recording audiotours of Vancouver, this
is not leisure tourism via your CD player,
designed to conjure a feeling of Southeast
Asia’s urgent, romantic, neon modernity
(indeed, it seems unlikely the disturbing screams
that begin ‘Chicken Feet and Durian 2’ would
make it into many government-approved travel
brochures); instead, CLUBbleu seem determined
to disconcert, depositing you from the outset in
a randomised succession of Singapore locales
context-free, as if dropped there like a real-life
Google Maps pin. The effect is discombobulat-
ing: one moment you’re being bundled onto
the city’s subway network via mangled record-
ings of on-train announcements; the next
you’re thrust, bewildered, like the alien protag-
onist in Jonathan Glazer’s science-fiction master-
piece Under the Skin, into a shopping arcade
where bright, razor-sharp snatches of vending-
machine chatter rub up alongside local FM
radio and CLUBbleu’s own deeply subverted,
ironic interpretation of mass-consumption
techno. Even on ‘Singacore Sling’, where the
opening milieu is something as calmly sacred
as a Diwali celebration, harshly metallic percus-
sion and growling analogue synths spatter that
canvas, eventually mixing phrases of digitally
fractured Chinese pop music into the religious
chants with the precision of a scratch DJ. It
makes for a bewildering, bewitching trip.

When CLUBbleu stick to one place, though,
both geographically and psychologically, for
slightly longer, the results are less mentally
exhausting but no less intriguing. The album’s
stand-out piece, ‘Restricted Area’, is almost
twice as long as anything else here, and that elong-
ation offers satisfying rewards in terms of both
space and depth. Across nine minutes, cracks of
light slowly illuminate what might be a cavernous
derelict warehouse that’s come alive at night with
the sound of discarded industrial machinery
turned rogue in defiance at their abandonment:
at first there are just distant, ghostly decays of
bells, but as sonic eyes adjust to the darkness,
cracks and clunks of chain on chain emerge
amid the rattling, damaged drone of electric
motors. As the piece builds layer upon layer, the
sound of so many inanimate things dancing
together with such menace – azoic yet apparently
sentient – is wonderfully uncanny.

What’s more, CLUBbleu’s decision to organ-
ise their recordings into a strict ¦¼ grid here
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